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ACADEMIC SOFTWARE

Academic Software, by Signpost, is the  

go-to online portal for the digital needs of 

schools and students. This one-stop software 

portal gives staff, teachers, and students of 

affiliated educational institutions access to 

high-end and up-to-date licenced software and 

learning platforms with annual fixed fee. 

No more searching for the right application or 

platform, or uncertainty about which version  

is the latest: Academic Software has got it  

covered! The platform is accessible via Single 

Sign-on, which means users only need their 

school account to have access to all software  

in one place. They can then legally install the 

software on their own laptop, or launch it in  

the Cloud Player, so no installation is needed.

Customisable for each curriculum 

The portal is customisable to fit any specific 

curriculum, including non-IT-related educational 

programmes. In collaboration with universities 

and university colleges, software packages are 

customised to meet the needs of the educational 

programme. 

 

Multilingual support

Academic Software provides clear step  

by step manuals to guide students through each 

software installation and/or activation process.  

Still need help with installation or support?  

Our multilingual helpdesk is available for  

students and institutions by mail, phone, chat 

and remote desktop, both during the academic 

year and the holidays. 

Single fixed annual fee 

All software licences are included in Academic 

Software, same as for the multilingual helpdesk. 

The use of the platform is charged annually 

directly to the school, based on the number of 

students and any specific software choices.  

Due to economies of scales prices are  

advantageous for the school and the students.

Academic Software   
Digital tools for schools

All the digital tools schools need for education offered by one partner 

Students have access to all software  

on one platform

Teachers can rest assured that students 

have installed the latest version correctly

ICT coordinators can manage all licences 

on one platform

Multilingual manuals on the platform and 

helpdesk available all year round



ACADEMIC SOFTWARE

Studentcloud
Cloud tools without unexpected costs  

or IT headaches

Academic Software Studentcloud is an  

orchestration tool developed by Signpost.  

It allows schools and ICT coordinators to  

effectively manage costs by offering a managed 

and measurable way for students and teachers 

to exchange credits for Cloud tools, virtual  

machines and desktops in Azure. 

 

Microsoft Azure Cloud
With Azure, everyone is on cloud nine!

Microsoft Azure helps schools to bring server 

workloads to the Cloud. Microsoft Azure offers 

many advantages over local servers: it is safer, 

easier to manage, easier to scale, more  

affordable and always up to date.

Signpost guides schools through the migration 

to Microsoft Azure Cloud. Our specialists will 

conduct a free audit at the school to investigate 

what can be migrated to the Cloud, assist with 

the step-by-step transition and provide support 

for Cloud services. Free Azure Cloud training 

days are offered via Signpost Academy.

All the digital tools schools need for education offered by one partner Cloud solutions

While technology is evolving rapidly and expectations are high, the time available for ICT coordinators 

is scarce. Therefore time-saving solutions like Academic Software and Cloud solutions are becoming 

increasingly important. Within Academic Software the following Cloud solutions can be included  

as optional add-ons.

Want to know more?

Sometimes things may seem very obvious to us, but they raise questions or ambiguities  

with you. We gladly provide you with more information about our efficient and time-saving 

digital tools. 

Contact us via +32 9 277 08 76 or info@signpost.eu. 



www.academicsoftware.eu
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